The European Conference on Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) in 2008 marked 15 years of international and European CBR conferences where almost seven hundred research papers were published. In this report we review the research themes covered in these papers and identify the topics that are active at the moment. The main mechanism for this analysis is a clustering of the research papers based on both co-citation links and text similarity. It is interesting to note that the core set of papers has attracted citations from almost three thousand papers outside the conference collection so it is clear that the CBR conferences are a sub-part of a much larger whole. It is remarkable that the research themes revealed by this analysis do not map directly to the sub-topics of CBR that might appear in a textbook. Instead they reflect the applications-oriented focus of CBR research, and cover the promising application areas and research challenges that are faced.
Introduction
In 2008 the international series of conferences on Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) celebrated their 15th anniversary. Each year since 1993 there has been an international or European conference on CBR. Up to 2007 this conference series produced 672 papers in all. In this report we examine the research themes evident in these papers and identify the most active research topics in CBR.
At the 2008 conference we presented an analysis of the research themes in CBR, based on an analysis of the co-citation links in the research literature (Greene et al., 2008b) . That analysis was based on the core set of 672 papers from the CBR conferences with co-citation data coming from a set of 3461 papers that cite these papers (Details on how co-citation links are determined are given in Section 4.1.). While co-citation analysis has been proven to be very effective at uncovering relational structure in the research literature (White and Griffith, 1981) it has the shortcoming that recent papers will have few co-citation links as papers citing pairs of papers in the core set (i.e. the source of co-citation links) have not yet appeared -this issue is evident in the plot of citation counts shown in Figure 1 and ultimately makes it impossible to recognise the influence of more recent papers.
We improve on this analysis here by integrating a new source of relational data based on text similarity with the existing co-citation data in order to provide a more comprehensive picture of the research themes in the CBR literature. The evaluation in Section 6 shows that incorporating the text similarity view meets this objective of bringing very recent papers into the clustering process. The text view also allows older papers that did not attract citations (and thus do not have significant co-citation links) into the clustering. Whether this is always desirable is debatable and it raises interesting questions about the significance of the research themes that have been identified. In the analysis based on co-citation links only we can be confident that research themes that did emerge were based on a significant citation structure. It might be argued that a set of papers on an identifiable research theme that is not supported by a network of citations does not have the same status. On the other hand such themes may lie dormant for some time, becoming relevant at some future time when conditions are right -this is the case for the theme on Explanation discussed in Section 6.1. The data on which this analysis is based is described in the next section (Section 2). The results of our initial analysis based on co-citation analysis are summarised in Section 3. The alternative views on the data that are used for multi-view clustering are described in Section 4. Then the challenges of multi-view clustering and the approach that we use are described in Section 5 and the research themes that have been identified are discussed in Section 6.
The Data
Since the conception of the CBR conference series (ECCBR/ICCBR/EWCBR) in 1993, a total of 672 papers have been published by 828 individual authors. Data on these papers was gathered from the Springer online bibliographies 1 for each of the annual conference proceedings. These bibliographies are available in the form of RIS files, a tagged file format for expressing citation information, including details such as the issue title, paper titles, author lists, and abstracts for each publication in the conference series.
To determine the connections within the network of CBR publications, we submitted queries to Google Scholar 2 to retrieve the list of papers referencing each of the 672 'seed' papers. Each list contains all of the Google verified citations that a given paper had received at query submission time (December 2007) . In total 7078 relevant citation links were recorded. Note that, while citation information from the supplementary (i.e. non-seed) set of papers was used to provide The analysis centres on the core set of 672 papers published in the CBR conferences. The co-citation links are revealed in a set of 3,461 papers that cite these papers.
additional information regarding co-citations, only the 672 seed papers and their associated authors were considered as data objects in our analysis.
It is interesting to observe that of the 7078 citation links, only 1216 were internal cites with 5862 coming from papers outside the conference papers. While there are 828 authors represented in the core set of papers there are 4135 authors in the wider set of papers making 4963 authors in all (see Figure 2 ). This shows that the CBR conference papers are a small part of a very large research activity -while there are 672 papers in the core set there are 3461 "citing" papers.
Some citation statistics for the conference papers are shown in Table 1 . In all, 549 papers received citations and the total number of citations found for the collection is 7077. The most cited paper is entitled "Weighting Features" by Wettschereck and Aha (1995) which at the time the data was collected had 137 citations. The overall mean number of citations is 10.5 and the overall median is 5. This is a very respectable number for a conference series. In another analysis comparing impact across a number of artificial intelligence and machine learning conferences this was found to compare favourably with conferences such as European Conference of Artificial Intelligence and European Conference of Machine Learning (Coyle et al., 2008) . 
A Review of the Results of the Citation-only Analysis
The analysis of case-based reasoning research themes presented in Greene et al. (2008b) was based on co-citation analysis only. A co-citaiton link exists between two papers if they are both cited by a third paper (see Section 4.1 for details). The results of this early analysis confirmed how contemporary CBR research has evolved from the early years of the field. 
Prominent Papers: Centrality and Citation Count
Given that the main findings in the initial analysis entail a clustering of the papers based on co-citation links, it was interesting to see which papers are most central to the overall collection based on these co-citation links. Following the literature on centrality in social network analysis, we selected eigenvector centrality and degree centrality as appropriate measures for this exercise (Wasserman and Faust, 1994) . Table 2 shows the top 10 papers ranked by eigenvector centrality. This table also shows a count of co-citations for these papers -this corresponds to degree centrality and correlates well with eigenvector centrality. A further ranked list with papers ranked by raw citation count is shown in Table 3 . The evidence from these tables is that the most important paper in the collection is "Weighting Features" Wettschereck and Aha (1995) . These two lists of prominent papers are useful in that they do appear to encapsulate the main themes in CBR research over the last 15 years.
Prominent Research Themes
The main result of the initial analysis was the identification of fourteen research themes that were evident in the co-citation structure -see Table 4 . For the most part these themes are still evident in the clustering based on both views (text and co-citation). For instance, Figure 4 shows a cluster of papers relating to Recommender Systems that corresponds closely to one uncovered in the original analysis -the balance of green and blue bars in the panel on the right of the screenshot indicates that this cluster is supported in both the text and co-citation views. However, the themes of "CBR on Temporal Problems" and "Scheduling & Agents" that were previously considered minor are now more prominent as they have good support in the text view. This previous study provides a starting point for the work presented in this paper. The co-citation based analysis offers a single view of the mainstream CBR research literature and it is not without its shortcomings. At the very least, relying on co-citations as the basic unit of structure necessarily limits our analysis to those research works that have been successful at attracting citations, obscuring from view those research efforts that have yet to amass a critical citation history. Recognising these clusters can help to reveal dormant, latent, and emergent research and it is for this reason that we seek to extend this previous analysis by allowing a text-baed approach to complement the co-citation approach to provide a more comprehensive view of modern CBR research.
Data Views
In analysing a body of research literature in order to identify research themes there is a number of perspectives that can be taken on the data. The most fundamental decision to be made is whether to search for an informative organisation of authors or research papers. In the initial analysis of the CBR corpus we found that clustering papers was more informative than clustering Table 2 : A ranked list of the top 10 papers in the overall collection based on eigenvector centrality. The total number of citations and co-citations for these papers is also shown.
# Paper
Year authors Greene et al. (2008b) presumably because it is a reasonably compact research field with some authors participating in a number of research themes. The initial analysis was based on a co-citation perspective on the papers, this is extended here by also considering a view based on text similarity.
Co-citation View
The most fundamental representation used to model scientific literature in bibliometrics is the unweighted directed citation graph, where an edge exists between the paper P i and the paper P j if P i cites P j . This graph can be represented by its asymmetric adjacency matrix A. However, it has been established in bibliometrics research that co-citation information can be more effective in revealing the true associations between papers than citations alone (White and Griffith, 1981) .
The concept of co-citation analysis is illustrated in Figure 2 where an arrow from paper X to paper Y indicates that paper X cites paper Y . A direct analysis of citation shows for instance that X is related to Y . However, the fact that X and Y are both cited by Z and W indicates a strong relationship between these papers. Co-citation has the potential to reveal indirect associations that are not always explicit in the citation graph. In addition it can bring information from outside the collection (Z is not one of the core papers) to bear on the analysis. Consequently, a network of publications is often represented by its weighted undirected cocitation graph. This graph has a symmetric adjacency matrix defined by C = A T A, where the off-diagonal entry C ij indicates the number of papers jointly citing both P i and P j . Note that the entry C ii on the main diagonal correspond to the total number of citations for the paper P i . Rather than using raw co-citation values in C as a basis for measuring the similarity between papers, a variety of normalisation strategies have been proposed in the area of bibliometrics (He and Cheung Hui, 2002) . The CoCit-Score, proposed by Gmür (2003) , has been shown to be a particularly effective choice for clustering co-citation data. This measure computes the association between a pair of papers (P i , P j ) by normalising their co-citation frequency with respect to the minimum and mean of the pair's respective citation counts:
Each entry S ij is in the range [0, 1], where a larger value is indicative of a stronger association between a pair of papers. At the time the dataset was constructed, 518 of the core CBR papers had accrued at least one citation according to Google Scholar 3 , thus yielding an "incomplete" co-citation view. (Bridge and Ferguson, 2002; Doyle and Cunningham, 2000; Goker and Thompson, 2000; McGinty and Smyth, 2003; McSherry, 2003; Mougouie et al., 2003; Smyth and McClave, 2001 ) 2
Case-Base Maintenance (Aha and Breslow, 1997; Heister and Wilke, 1998; MunozAvila, 1999; Portinale et al., 1999; Racine and Yang, 1997; Reinartz et al., 2000; Smyth, 2000; Smyth and McKenna, 1998; Surma and Tyburcy, 1998) 3 Case Retrieval (Cunningham et al., 2003; Doyle et al., 2004; Gabel and Stahl, 2004; Lenz et al., 1996; McSherry, 2004; Bridge, 1996, 1997; Schaaf, 1996; Smyth and McKenna, 1999) 4 Learning Similarity Measures (Bradley and Smyth, 2004; Gabel and Stahl, 2004; Gomes and Bento, 2000; Hayes et al., 2005; Stahl, 2005; Stahl and Gabel, 2003) Image Analysis (Grimnes and Aamodt, 1996; Macura and Macura, 1995; Perner, 1999) 7 Textual CBR Ashley, 1997, 2001; Gu and Aamodt, 2005; Gupta et al., 2002; Lamontagne and Lapalme, 2004; Wiratunga et al., 2004) 8 Conversational CBR (Aha et al., 1998; Doyle and Cunningham, 2000; Goker and Thompson, 2000) 9 Feature Weighting and Similarity (Bonzano et al., 1997; Faltings, 1997; Jarmulak et al., 1997; Netten and Vingerhoeds, 1995; Stahl, 2001 Stahl, , 2005 Stahl, , 2006 Trott and Leng, 1997; Vollrath, 2000; Wettschereck and Aha, 1995) 10 Creativity and KnowledgeIntensive CBR (Armengol and Plaza, 1994; Bunke and Messmer, 1993; Kolodner, 1993; Lluís Arcos and Plaza, 1993; Nakatani and Israel, 1993; Richards, 1994; Sebag and Schoenauer, 1993; Smyth and Keane, 1993 ) Minor Themes 11 CBR on Temporal Problems (Jaere et al., 2002; Nakhaeizadeh, 1993) 12 Games and Chess (Flinter and Keane, 1995) 13 Scheduling and Agents (Macedo and Cardoso, 2004) 14 Structural Cases (Borner et al., 1996) 
Text Similarity View
In addition to the information provided by citation links, the availability of paper titles and abstracts in the RIS format allowed us to construct an alternative view of the seed papers, in the form of a "bag-of-words" text representation. This text representation was available for all seed 672 papers, although the resulting vector space model is highly sparse, with only 1949 unique terms occurring in more than one document after standard stemming and stop-word removal techniques were applied. Similarity values between the term vectors were computed by finding the cosine of the angle between their respective term vectors. This provided the second view that was used in the multi-view clustering process. A key goal of the process was to produce a superior model of the CBR research network from these two "deficient" views.
Multi-view Clustering
The challenge of integrating multiple perspectives on a problem to offer a more complete picture arises in a variety of contexts. In the work described here there is a significant degree of discord between different views so we employ a system called PICA (Parallel Integration Clustering Algorithm) that can bring together multiple potentially discordant views in an unsupervised learning framework (Greene et al., 2008a) . For instance, in bibliographic networks certain papers may share several common terms in their abstract text, but may never have been co-cited together in a single paper. This is further complicated by the fact that co-citation relationships generally do not begin to reveal themselves for several years until papers begin to accrue citations.
To deal with such cases, PICA has been developed based on the parallel universe (PU) framework for clustering presented by Wiswedel and Berthold (2007) . The PU concept emphasises the idea of sharing information between views in order to learn superior local models for the views, which can subsequently be combined to provide a comprehensive global model of the patterns present in the domain. For us, a key aspect of the PU framework is that structures can exist in some views but not in others. Another important aspect of many real-world data fusion tasks is that the available data sources will often be incomplete in nature (i.e. each source may represent a different subset of the complete set of data objects in the problem domain). This is taken into account by PICA, as the input views do not necessarily need to group all possible objects in the domain. Some level of overlap between the objects present in the views is sufficient.
PICA
Rather than working on the original data, PICA takes as its input a collection of "base clusterings" constructed independently on each available view. These will typically be generated by applying a standard partitional clustering algorithm that will frequently converge to different local minima under different starting conditions. On the CBR network data we employed the kernelised form of the k-means algorithm (Schölkopf et al., 1998) . In the case of the text data, we clustered on a cosine kernel. For the co-citation data we used a kernel based on the CoCit-Score given in Eqn. 1. Given this input, PICA follows a two-stage process. Firstly, PICA constructs a local model on each available view, in the form of a "soft" clustering (i.e. a clustering with non-negative real-valued membership weights that allows the representation of overlaps between clusters). Secondly, PICA combines the local models to produce a global model (in the form of a soft clustering of all data objects in the domain). This model merges the common aspects of the local models, while preserving those clusters that are unique to each local model. The complete PICA algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3 .
Local Model Construction:
To initialise the local model for a given view, we select the most representative base clustering from the set of base clusterings generated on that view, using a measure of clustering "stability" based on pairwise average normalised mutual information (Strehl and Ghosh, 2002 ). Next we attempt to improve our initial local model by adding information from the remaining base clusterings that were generated on all views. This has the effect of supporting "mixing" between the views, where information provided by a base clustering from one view can inform the model constructed for another view. In practice the aggregation is performed by using a variation of the cumulative voting methods that have been previously proposed for efficiently combining an ensemble of clusterings (Dimitriadou et al., 2002) . We match the clusters in each base clustering with those in the current local model, and merge these matched clustering to update the local model. The optimal correspondence between clusters can be found by measuring the binary overlap coefficient similarity between pairs of clusters, and solving the minimal weight bipartite matching problem. Note that "poorlymatched" clusters (i.e. pairs whose overlap similarity is below a user-defined threshold) are not included during mixing, reflecting the fact that structures in one view may not be present in another.
Global Model Construction: At this stage we have constructed a set of local models, one for each view. These may be of interest in their own right, but for ease of interpretation and evaluation, we would like to combine these partial models to produce a single global model providing a more complete picture of the domain. This is achieved by performing an additional matching procedure at this stage, where similar clusters from each local model are merged, so that redundant patterns are combined, while unique patterns are preserved. In practice this can be done by performing complete-linkage agglomerative clustering on the local model clusters and choosing an appropriate cut-off level. The resulting global model is a soft clustering incorporating structures from all available views. 
Model Visualisation
To explore the models produced by PICA, including the contributions made by each view to the models, we have developed the PICA Browser application 4 . An example of a cluster in a global model produced from the integration of two heterogeneous views are shown in Figure 5 . To highlight cluster provenance, the left-hand side of the screenshot shows the list of clusters in the global model, with the blue/green bar showing the proportion of contribution coming from each view. Note that the clusters are arranged in descending order based on their reliability scores. These scores reflect the degree to which a cluster repeatedly appeared in the base clusterings across one or more views and thus they quantify the prominence of a cluster in the research literature.
When one of the views under consideration is based on text data (such as the research abstracts available for the CBR conference series), we can use this data as a means of summarising the content of the clusters generated by PICA for human inspection. As part of the PICA Browser interface, ordered lists of discriminating keywords are provided for each cluster (shown at the top right-hand corner of Figure 5 ). These keywords were automatically identified by ranking the terms for each cluster based on their Information Gain. Given a cluster of papers, the ranking of terms for the cluster is performed as follows: firstly the centroid vector of the cluster is computed on the text view; subsequently, we compute the Information Gain between the cluster centroid vector and the centroid vector for the entire set of papers. Terms that are more indicative of a cluster will receive a higher score, thereby achieving a higher ranking in the list of keywords for the cluster. Sample keywords for clusters generated by PICA are listed later in Table 5 .
Research Themes
An initial exploration of the thematic structure of the CBR conference literature has already been presented in Greene et al. (2008b) . That analysis was based on co-citation links, an established technique for identifying relationships between research papers. Since co-citation data has the shortcoming that it cannot identify relationships between very recent papers or between those papers that are poorly cited, we extend that analysis by incorporating another view that is based on the similarity between the text of publication titles and abstracts.
The complete CBR conference literature network dataset 5 consists of 672 papers published by 828 individual authors. At the time the dataset was constructed (December 2007) 518 of these papers had accrued at least one citation according to Google Scholar 6 , yielding an incomplete co-citation view. A text representation was available for all 672 papers, although the resulting vector space model was highly sparse, with only 1949 non-stopword terms occurring in more than one document. The goal of our evaluation was to take these two "deficient" views and use PICA to produce a superior model of the CBR research network.
New Themes Revealed by PICA
We now examine seven research themes revealed by the multi-view analysis that were not evident in the original analysis performed on co-citation data only. These themes and the discriminating terms associated with them are shown below in Table 5 . Confidence: This new cluster on Confidence in CBR is a testament to the merits of including the text view in the clustering process (see Figure 5) . The most representative paper in this cluster is the paper by Cheetham and Price (2004) on "Measures of solution accuracy in casebased reasoning systems". This paper is representative of a body of recent research activity on quantifying and predicting the reliability of solutions proposed by CBR systems. Many of the papers in the cluster are from 2005. These papers have picked up some citations already but not enough to form a clear cluster based on co-citation links only. However, the addition of the text view reveals a strong research theme with a lot of recent research activity.
Planning:
The combined text and co-citation analysis reveals a cluster on planning that is supported almost exclusively from the text view. One paper in this cluster that is supported by some co-citation structure is the paper by Mukkamalla and Muñoz-Avila (2002) on "Case Acquisition in a Project Planning Environment". Discriminating terms to describe this cluster are "plan, planner, route, analogy, state, project, CBP" and "reformulate". This indicates a cluster of papers on case-based planning (CBP) with a focus on applications in route planning and project planning. The absence of strong co-citation support for this cluster is probably explained by the fact that there are other clusters on related areas such as analogical reasoning and scheduling which contain papers on CBP. From a co-citation perspective CBP is strongly connected with analogical reasoning and scheduling and thus does not show up as an independent cluster when textual similarity is not considered. Tutoring Systems: This cluster is evident in the combined view but not in the co-citation view (see Figure 5 ) because the three most prominent papers in the cluster do not show up in the co-citation structure Gómez-Martín et al. (2005); Seitz (1999); Sørmo (2005) . It is not surprising that the papers by Gómez-Martín et al. and Sormo do not show up in the co-citation structure as they are recent papers. However it is surprising that the paper by Seitz et al. is absent as it is a frequently cited paper. The explanation appears to be that much of the work on CBR and Tutoring is published outside the CBR conferences and consequently the co-citation structure within the CBR conference literature is weak.
Explanation: This theme was already evident in the original analysis as a sub-theme of Case Retrieval -retrieving cases to support retrieval is a recognised research issue in CBR. However, the text view brings in a few recent papers from 2005 to 2007 and this research theme is more evident in the multi-view analysis. The most representative paper for this cluster is the invited talk from EWCBR'06 (Rissland, 2006) entitled "The Fun Begins with Retrieval: Explanation and CBR". The temporal distribution of papers in this cluster is bimodal with a number of papers appearing in the early days of the conference series in 1993 and 1994 and another concentration of activity in more recent years. The early papers (e.g. (Aamodt, 1993; Bento et al., 1994) ) report work on knowledge-intensive explanation while some of the more recent papers (Cunningham et al., 2003; McSherry, 2004 ) represent a knowledge-light approach.
CBR & Music:
This research theme covers the use of CBR in music, with many of the papers having a creative or performance focus. There is some support for this theme in the co-citation view but this support is not strong as many of the papers are from 2004 and later. This is a good example of the benefits of incorporating the text view as it reveals newer research themes that are not yet supported by co-citation. The top paper in this cluster (Grachten et al., 2004; Tobudic and Widmer, 2003) is slightly atypical because, while it is about CBR and music, it concerns song scheduling in music radio, whereas most of the papers in research theme are concerned with performance (Grachten et al., 2004; Tobudic and Widmer, 2003) .
CBR in Medicine:
In the analysis based on co-citations only it was remarkable that applications of CBR in medicine did not emerge as a research theme, as this would be recognised as an application area for CBR where there is a significant amount of research activity. This theme is clearly evident in the multi-view analysis, with contributions coming from both the text and co-citation views. It may be that the reason this did not show up in the original analysis is that much of this research is published outside the CBR conference series, and thus this theme does not have a strong signature in the available citation data. The most typical paper in this theme is that by Marling and Whitehouse (2001) on Alzheimer's care. Some papers with strong support from both the text and co-citation perspectives are (Montani et al., 2000; Opiyo, 1995; Schmidt et al., 1999) .
Knowledge-Intensive CBR: The final cluster we choose to highlight is concerned with research on knowledge-intensive CBR, much of which is quite recent. The central papers in this cluster describe innovations around the jColibri CBR development environment which is well suited for knowledge-intensive CBR (Díaz-Agudo and González-Calero, 2001; Díaz-Agudo et al., 2002) . There are a number of other papers in this cluster that do not refer to jColibri but reflect independent CBR research with a knowledge-intensive focus (Bergmann and Mougouie, 2006; Kamp, 1997) .
Other Themes: The interrelationships between these seven clusters can be seen in Figure 6 . There are a number of other themes that can be identified in the PICA output. For instance, there is a theme on "Web Search" that contains a number of recent papers on CBR in internet search. There are also identifiable clusters on the more established themes of "Software Reuse" and "Failure Driven Learning". The papers in these clusters can be examined by downloading the PICA Browser tool and exploring the models generated on the CBR data. Figure 6 : A graphical representation of seven new themes revealed by the multi-view analysis, together with four of the original applications-oriented themes. Each node in the graph represents an individual paper. Red nodes denote papers that belong to more than one theme. The blue and green edges denote strong connections from the text similarity and co-citation views respectively. Red edges indicate strong connections apparent in both views.
Conclusion
Case-based reasoning research has its origins in the pioneering work of a number of researchers in the mid to late 1980's (Carbonell et al., 1991; Hammond, 1986; Kolodner, 1991; Rissland et al., 1984; Schank and Leake, 1989; Stanfill and Waltz, 1986) . These early researchers shared an interest in the role that experiences played in human problem solving and machine reasoning and their early work represents the starting point for modern case-based reasoning research in which the capture and reuse of experiential problem solving plays a key role in intelligent systems design. This early research emphasised the foundations of case-based reasoning: case representation; similarity and case retrieval; solution adaptation, case learning, the CBR process model etc. Some 20 years on, case-based reasoning research continues to mature as ongoing basic research complements significant application success stories.
The 2008 European Conference on Case-Based Reasoning marked 15 years of international and European case-based reasoning conferences. These conference series alone have captured some 700 papers providing a comprehensive and coherent representative sample of evolving CBR research. This body of literature provides an excellent opportunity to review the development of CBR research and the evolution of this field's key research themes. Thus the work presented in (Greene et al., 2008b) described an initial bibiometric analysis of CBR research themes, based on the co-citation structure that underpins a collection of more than 3000 CBR papers. The results confirmed that modern CBR research is characterised by a set of research themes that are significantly different from those present during the early years of the field. Classical themes such as case representation, similarity and retrieval, adaptation, and learning, while still evident, are over-shadowed by stronger clusters of activities in areas such as recommender systems and diversity, textual CBR, case-base maintenance, and conversational CBR.
This original analysis is incomplete, however, and the focus on co-citation structure, while well motivated by the literature, means that it is unlikely to capture the influence of more recent papers, which have yet to attract a critical mass of citations. To this end, in this work we have extended this pure bibliometric approach by using multi-view clustering techniques to integrate a new source of relational data, based on text similarity, as a way to provide a more comprehensive picture of contemporary CBR research. This new analysis has served a number of purposes. First of all, the results of the text-based clustering add support to our previous cocitation-based clusters, with prominent co-citation themes also featuring within the text-based view. More importantly perhaps, the text-based clustering has helped to uncover a number of new research themes that were not previously evident within the co-citation structure. These new themes are largely characterised by more recent research that has yet to attract a critical mass of citation links. However the text view reveals a significant level of research activity that, in the future, may be expected to feature prominently within the broader field of CBR research.
There are many drivers that motivate a study such as this. From the standpoint of a research community such as case-based reasoning this type of study provides a useful type of literature review; one that focuses on macro level features of the research space (the evolution of trends and themes) instead of a more detailed analysis of particular research concepts. This can help a community to benchmark its own progress and recognise important trends that may be useful to guide future research efforts. At the same time it can also help researchers to recognise areas of research that are in decline and that are likely to prove less fruitful as a starting point for new research. In this context, we believe a review such as this can be especially helpful for new researchers entering a field as a tool to guide their early research efforts and to help point them in the direction of opportunities that may yet be hidden within the structure of recent research.
Methodologically speaking, we believe that the multi-view clustering technique presented in this work serves as a useful template for this type of analysis. It is one that can be readily applied to other fields of research to good effect. For example, we are already considering this in the context of other reasonably well defined communities such as machine learning, semantic web, and user modeling research. The combination of co-citation and text-based relational analysis provide alternative viewpoints with which to understand the evolution of mature and emerging research themes in a way that is readily reproducible given a core set of research papers and given the online citation resources that are readily available today.
